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Did You Know...

PROPERTY & CASUALTY
By Michael Williams

Well, the monsoon season – oh, excuse me
– the summer season is in full force. Even
with the recent precipitation, special event and
short-term coverages are in high demand, and
Bloss & Dillard has the products your clients
need. We can provide spectator liability for arts
and crafts shows, fairs, bicycle/running events,
theatrical performances, parades and a myriad
of festivities that accompany the joy of summer.
Just a hint, in some cases, we can even offer
“rain date” coverage.
Coverage for set up and/or take down days is
available. Our markets offer additional insured
coverages along with primary and noncontributory wording and waiver of subrogation
available on a case-by-case basis.
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Host liquor liability is available. If your event
offers alcoholic beverages for sale, perhaps
a beer fest, full liquor liability can be written in

conjunction with your special event on a submit
basis.
We also have access to markets for camps,
clinics and leagues. Just a few of the exposures
we can cover include baseball, basketball,
bowling, cheerleading, flag football, and many
other short-term activities associated with
youth sports, arts and crafts, and recreation.
Let’s not forget Vacation Bible School! In many
cases, additional insureds may be added at no
additional charge.
So, summer is here. Let’s enjoy, and remember,
spring training quickly turns into Oktoberfest
and Halloween. If your client has a need for
short-term coverage, let one of our experienced
professionals assist in providing the proper
coverage at a competitive price.

COMMERCIAL AUTO
By Rhonda Thacker

I thought I would take advantage of this quarter’s newsletter to remind everyone of the
documentation required whenever vehicles need to be deleted from policies for which a
motor carrier filing has been issued by our insurers. Motor carrier filings are blanket in
nature and assure either a state or the FMCSA that we are insuring all owned, operated, or
leased equipment operating under the insured’s authority. The carrier isn’t able to specify
which units will be covered, only that ALL are covered, and that is where the problem lies
when an insured wishes to delete a vehicle from his or her policy. Whenever your insured
asks that you have a vehicle removed from a policy, you must be sure to obtain proper
documentation that reflects the status of that particular unit.
The main reason for a vehicle to be deleted is because it has been sold. If that is the case,
please advise the insured that we must have a copy of the bill of sale before we will be able
to delete it from the policy. If the reason for wanting a vehicle to be deleted is because an
owner-operator is no longer leased to our insured, then please ask for a copy of the lease
termination between the owner-operator and our insured. A vehicle being down for service/
maintenance issues is not a valid reason for having it deleted from the policy whenever a
motor carrier filing has been issued. Likewise, an insured wanting to have a vehicle deleted
simply because he or she doesn’t currently have enough business to keep that vehicle busy
isn’t a valid reason either.
If you would like to discuss any of this with us, please feel free to contact any of us in the
department.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
By Mark Hafertepen

At Bloss & Dillard, we see all types of different workers’
compensation risks come across our desks. Everything from
clerical office operations to higher hazard occupations like
logging, oil and gas, trucking, coal mining, and many more.
Each risk is individually underwritten by an experienced and well
qualified team member, and we will be happy to assist you in
the quoting process each step of the way.
Workers’ compensation laws provide comprehensive and
specific benefits to employees who are injured or suffer
a workplace illness. Benefits include lost wages, medical
expenses, rehabilitation and death benefits. Failure to carry
workers’ compensation insurance can leave an employer
exposed, not only to paying the benefits out of pocket, but also
being hit with large penalties and fines charged by the state.
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It’s important to you as an agent to educate your clients about
the need for workers’ compensation insurance. We are ready
to assist you with finding your clients the coverages they need
at a price they can afford. We take great pride in providing you
outstanding service, we thank you for your business, and we
look forward to speaking with you very soon!

ELECTRONIC INSURANCE POLICY DELIVERY TO INSUREDS
By Tate Tooley

Bloss & Dillard has been delivering policies electronically to our agents
for more than four years now. The transition was widely accepted by our
customers. Thank you for that. At the time we began that new process,
I wrote an article on electronic policy delivery. In that article, I mentioned
multiple benefits to be had by emailing policies:
• Expense reduction in printing supplies
• Expense reduction in postage
• Quicker policy delivery to our agents
• Better quality of the policy documents
• Record of policy delivery
I can safely say that we have realized most, if not all, of the above benefits.
So, it has been successful for us. I was wondering how many of you are
delivering policies to your insureds electronically? Maybe not very many at
this point. Why not?
Here is some good information from an article by Susan Labarre titled
“Electronic Policy Delivery- A Game Changer” that is on the ACT (IIABA’s
Agent’s Council on Technology) website.
Benefits of Electronic Policy Delivery
Moving to electronic delivery is good for our planet. The average tree makes
16.67 reams of copy paper or 8,333.3 sheets, according to
Conservatree.com. Increasingly, society is recognizing the need to reduce
its carbon footprint, from individual consumers on up to corporations. The
insurance industry generates billions of pages of paper documents annually at
a significant cost. Reducing expenses by delivering policies electronically will
enable us to reduce the cost of our policies, as well as preserve vital natural
resources.
But it’s not all about carriers just wanting to save money. Dozens of agents tell
me that when they “do the math,” reducing dependence on paper saves them
time and money. These agencies want to receive their policies electronically, so
they can easily enter them into their agency management system and deliver
them electronically to those clients who have agreed to receive them this way.

Electronic Policy Delivery – a Game Changer for Agencies
Many agencies have turned electronic delivery into a “game changer” for their
firms. How do they do this? Methods vary; however, typical agency workflows
include:
(1) Adopting ACORD® Activity Notes to receive policy copies electronically
from their carriers directly into their agency management systems
(2) Implementing a new process to obtain and retain the approval of clients to
accept electronic versions of their policies and other insurance documents
(3) Employing secure and registered email or an e-signature tool to send these
electronic documents to their clients securely, or providing access to these
documents through a secure, password-protected portal that the agency has
set up for the client
Combined, these solutions enable the typical agency to:
• Eliminate scanning and indexing paper copies of many documents
• Significantly reduce printing and mailing costs
• Reduce the “cycle time” to deliver a policy from weeks down to days or
even minutes
• Increase renewal retention
• Be alerted to transactions before clients are (for example, non-payment of
premium or claim settlements)
• Free-up staff to acquire new business, cross-sell, and service
existing accounts
• Compete more effectively with direct carriers. Some agents also fear that
many consumers are not ready to accept electronic delivery. But in reality,
when agents proactively offer policyholders the choice, many agents indicate
that seven out of ten actually prefer electronic documents.
As you can see by this article, electronic policy delivery is becoming more of
the norm every day. There are many advantages to electronic policy delivery,
as discussed in this article. If there is anything BDI can do to assist you in a
plan to begin electronic delivery to your insureds, please let me know. If you
are not currently receiving documentation from us electronically via email,
again, let me know, and we can get that set up for you. You can contact me
at ttooley@bloss-dillard.com.

PERSONAL LINES
By Sheila Easterling

By now, most of you know that Bridget Lucas is no longer here at Bloss & Dillard. She decided to go back to school and then go into the ministry
full time at her church. We all wish her the best on her new adventure but of course, that left an underwriting position available in Personal Lines.
We were very fortunate to have a resume on hand from a young lady who had already interviewed with Bloss & Dillard when a position was not
available. She fit all our needs in Personal Lines and we hired her right away. She is already taking calls in the Personal Lines department. She
already had her agent’s license and was familiar with ModernLINK, so the training curve was minimum. Her name is Lindsay Lawless, and she is
waiting on your call. Of course, Lauren, Terri and I are still here working hard to take care of all your Personal Lines needs.
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DID YOU KNOW...
BETTY DOUGLAS
DID YOU KNOW?

I was practically an old maid when I married at
the age of 44. I believe it was worth the wait to
find Mr. “Right” Charlie.

has helped someone reach their goal, pass a test or just understand
something a little better, I feel a great accomplishment having helped.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CHILDHOOD MEMORY?

My parents loved to travel, and one summer we took a trip that had
us visiting multiple historic sites in the South. I collected postcards for
the trip, and by the time we returned, we had visited “My Old Kentucky
I would have to say that I am proud of my career growth and education. Home”; the Delta Queen Sternwheel Riverboat on the Mississippi River;
I love to teach and share knowledge, maybe to a fault, but when it
and last, but not least, dug for diamonds in Murfreesboro, Arkansas.
WHAT ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOURS ARE YOU
PROUD OF AND WHY?

LAUREN TURNER
DID YOU KNOW?

Germs make me cringe. I am not as crazy as
some, but I definitely have some things I do to
prevent germs getting on me. For instance, my
bed is for pajamas only. If you have worn clothes
outside of the house and try to sit on the bed, you
will not be allowed to sit on the sheets.

WHAT ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOURS ARE YOU
PROUD OF AND WHY?

The first accomplishment that comes to mind would be writing the biggest
policy Personal Lines has ever written. The value on the house was over
$15 million, and the annual premium was close to $100,000, which would
make that the biggest premium personal lines has ever booked.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CHILDHOOD MEMORY?

My favorite childhood memory would have to be holidays spent with my
family, especially Christmas.

